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Body Raaga Wellness Spa 

"Reawakening of the Mind and Soul"

Beguile your senses in some soothing and restorative therapies at Body

Raaga Wellness Spa. With three locations across the city, this spa seems

to be one of the favorites for city dwellers. Located on the busy 12th A

Main Road, it provides an exhaustive list of massages aimed at complete

relaxation and rejuvenation. From hydrotherapy to body wraps and

palliative facials to curative scrubs, Body Raaga caters to diverse wellness

needs of its clientele.

 +91 80 5000 2828  www.bodyraaga.com/  wellness@bodyraaga.com  1096 12th A Main Road, Near

Corporation Bank, Bengaluru
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O2 Spa 

"Indulgent Spa Days"

At the O2 Spa located in Indiranagar, spend a deeply indulgent day as you

surrender yourself to soothing massages, body scrubs, and relaxing

wraps. A professional team takes care of your needs, and the services

range from salon-based aspects such as hair-styling and pedicures to full-

fledged spa and beauty treatments. Organic facials and massage combos

are also offered, among other customized packages. Couples can enroll in

a relaxing spa massage as well.

 +91 9632996193  www.o2spa.org/locations/

india/spa-in-bangalore/spa-

in-indiranagar/

 contact@o2spa.org  295 6th Main Road,

Ayshwarya, HAL 2nd Street,

Bengaluru
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Aroma Home Spa Bangalore 

"Rejuvenating Retreat"

Aroma Home Spa is a sanctum of peace and tranquility in the city's busy

Whitefield area. The soothing interiors and a serene atmosphere welcome

you to experience moments of bliss and solitude, even as you choose from

a range of restorative packages and treatments like spa facials, foot

massages, body wraps and hydrotherapy. Along with regular spa regimes,

Aroma also offers specialty ones like Red Wine Facial and Balinese

massages, among several others.

 +91 80 4205 3467  aromahomespa.com/  ITPL Main Road, 3rd Floor, Sai Kamala

Trinity, Opposite Cosmos Mall, Near

Whitefield, Brookefield, Bengaluru
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Cocoon Day Spa 

"Comprehensive Wellness"

Cocoon Day Spa is a sanctum of relaxation and peace, promising a serene

escape from the city chaos. The tranquil interiors set the right ambiance

for a rejuvenating therapy, even as the spa's skilled masseurs make sure

all their guests feel at home. On offer are the restorative head, shoulder

and back massages, along with soothing facials and an array of beauty

and cosmetic regimes
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 +91 80 2845 4305  www.cocoondayspa.co.in/  frontdesk.cocoondayspa@

gmail.com

 8 White Field Main Road,

Hope Farm, Opp ICICI Bank,

Whitefield, Bengaluru
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